
FiatMultipla_WhatToDoWhenAWheelBoltShears&FittingNewHubFlange&OrBearing
This article starts by considering your options when you shear off a wheel bolt, but then goes on to 
describe how to replace a front and rear hub and bearing, or just the front bearing and could be read 
just for that.
I had the misfortune to have two wheel bolts shear off on my front nearside wheel hub and though I 
hoped to just remove the broken stubs I ended up replacing the front hub flange and the wheel bearing.
There are several preventative or remedial routes.  I hope this article helps anyone with a sheared bolt 
or needing to replace a wheel bearing!
Preventative
With hindsight I should have used my M12 1.25 tap to clean out the holes in the flange which were 
tight when last I did a wheel change though eased by Comma Copper Ease on the threads, but having 
delegated the wheel fitting to my son who doesn’t know his own strength he managed to shear one bolt 
about 2 or 3 mm from the end but didn’t know he had and when I checked his tightening I managed to 
shear the second bolt flush with the flange! 
It is worth buying a M12 1.25 tap (my Irwin tap cost £2.77 on ebay incl delivery) and a tube of 
Comma Copper Ease (£3.49 WilcoDirect) which can also be used on the brake pads.

Remedial
1
Shearing bolts are a common occurrence irrespective of vehicle and my MOT garage mechanic said 
they usually use a MIG welder to build up a raised heap on the stub and then weld on a nut.  Problem 
with that is that if your welding eyes aren’t too good you might weld the stub to the flange and make it 
even harder to remove!  It is a possible route.  
2
I have read that you can use an old screwdriver and hammer to turn them off on the grounds that it was 
the being to tight that caused them to break under tension rather than the thread being too tight, but it 
would only work I suspect if the bolts had been easy to wind in by hand.
3
You could drill out the centre and use a screw extractor with a ratchet, see pic.  That was my first try.
Unfortunately they were too tight and the hardened screw extractor sheared off flush (I should have 
used the largest one).  I couldn’t therefore use remedy 4, though when the correct drill bit arrived it 
made short work of the shorter stub for which the thread cleaned up well using the M12 tap as in 
second pic.



4
With more hindsight I could have just drilled the bolt ends out and cleaned up the threads.  For this 
you would have had to have the foresight to have the correct drill bit which for M12 1.25 pitch is 
27/64” or 10.75mm (preferably 10.7mm).  It would be worth having these drill bits in reserve as none 
of them are going to be available locally. I bought three on ebay for a total of £2.78 incl p&p but they 
took 12 days to arrive!
It is important that you first make a concentric pilot indentation with a smaller sharp drill bit, perhaps 
an 8mm one. Finish off with the M12 1.25 tap which you should also have in readiness!  This option 
would cost the princely sum of about £4 and be a very quick solution!
5
Buy a new front hub flange on the grounds that they only cost £10.50, but you will find as I did that 
you will also need a new bearing!  Rear hub flanges come with the embedded bearing and cost more.
Links provided later.
Front flange

Option 4 would be my recommended one for both front and rear hubs if your bearing is sound. 
For front wheels just drill through the hole with the disc in place.  Likewise for the rear wheel case 
with rear discs, but if you have rear drum brakes you will probably need to first remove the drum so 
that the swarfe can be removed. 

Front wheel hub
I always look to see if I can do a job with fewer steps than recommended but this time I was in part 
defeated so the following says what you should do.
I had thought that the front hub flange and bearing would be as easy to remove as a rear hub but I had 
overlooked that you can’t just use a hub remover on the front axle because it just pushes the splined 
driveshaft back out of the hub, whereas the rear one is a fixed stub axle and allows the hub to be 
pushed off instead!

The front bearing slides into the knuckle from the inside and the stub of the flange slides into the 
bearing from the outside which is why they are available separately. It isn’t quite as simple as that 
because obviously both contacts have to be tight enough so that the outer bearing shell does not rotate 
in the steering knuckle and the flange doesn’t rotate inside the inner bearing shell.  (The driveshaft 
splines make the hub turn but the inner part of the bearing must still turn with the hub.)  They have to 
be an ‘interference fit’ but in reality they are an absolute pain to separate!  Once I knew that it is 
impossible to remove the hub flange without knackering the bearing I resigned myself to replacing 
what had been a good bearing.  I went hard at it with a 5kg slide hammer but the flange just wouldn’t 
budge…

So just go for the easy way which is to remove the steering knuckle and take it to a friendly garage 
with the new bearing and C-clip and in my case a new hub flange and ask them to use their hydraulic 
press to first remove the flange and then press out the old bearing and fit the new one.  They charged 
me £10 which seeing how hard it was to do even with the correct equipment was very reasonable.  The 
flange is pressed outwards, but the bearing is pressed out towards the inside after removing a C-clip 
behind the bearing.  The new bearing is pressed in until it meets a flange in the knuckle.



The following before and after pictures show the knuckle with the bearing, C-clip and flange in 
position.  The ABS sensor will enter at about 10 o’clock.  At the bottom of the first pic you can see 
where a flat screwdriver can be tapped in to open the jaws of the ball joint enough to separate the 
knuckle and the ball on the wishbone.

If the bearing splits in two when the flange is pressed out under the 10 ton hydraulic pressure you have 
to use a hammer and cold chisel to move the bit left on the stub of the flange hub a few millmetres so 
that you can get the jaws of a hub puller behind it.  
Note: The new bearing comes with a new C-clip and hub nut.
Note:  The bearings for ABS and non ABS hubs are different (see link below). I had to tell the 
garage which way the bearing has to go in the hub!  The magnetic ring side is towards the inside 
but it isn’t labelled.  It is dark brown/gold in colour while the other side is steel.  
Note if they get it wrong you will have to buy another bearing as it will be damaged when it is 
removed.
You could install the bearing and its C-clip and then the flange using a block of hardwood and a 
hammer.

Once the new bearing has been pressed in the circlip is positioned in the groove as in the earlier 
picture, with the gap straddling the ABS sensor which comes through a hole in the knuckle.

Others have mentioned having problems with ABS brakes and it has been suggested that this might  
have been because there were cracks in the magnetic ring on the bearing.  I couldn’t crack my old one  
though I don’t know what is inside the cover!



Sequence of steps to remove the steering knuckle.  
Note: Use lots of WD40 or PlusGas when dismantling.
1
Loosen the wheel bolts
2
Use a hammer and old screwdriver or punch to raise the indented parts of the hub nut where they have 
been hammered into the slots in the end of the driveshaft.

3
Remove the hub nut using a thin-wall 36mm socket.  You need one with an outside diameter of 47mm. 
Others will not fit inside the the centre boss in the flange.
4
Jack up the car and remove the wheel. 
5
Loosen but do not yet remove the two bolts holding the knuckle to the shock absorber strut. Loosen the 
two wheel locating pins.

6
If your Multipla has ABS brakes remove the 10mm bolt on the sensor and carefully disconnect  the 
sensor from the knuckle. Use lots of WD40 and swivel rotate it by its metal bracket a little at a time 
(by up to 30 degrees).

7
Remove the bolt and nut holding the swivel ball to the bottom of the knuckle.  A screwdriver will help 
you separate the ball joint from the knuckle.  The second pic shows how the bolt secures the ball joint.



8
Disconnect the tie-rod end from the knuckle.

9
Remove the two caliper pins.  To do this, first prise out the plastic plugs and use a 7mm allen key to 
unscrew the pins. Put Copper Ease on pin shaft when reassembling.

10
Remove the anti-squeal spring from the caliper.  (Pic shows this after the caliper has been slid away 
and supported.)

11
Slide off the caliper and pads and support the caliper so that the rubber hyraulic pipe is not in tension.



12
Remove the two wheel locating pins and remove the disc. See 13

13
At this point I removed the two bolts holding the caliper carrier, but I suspect that may not be 
necessary if you can remove the disk without.  If you do have to remove them also remove the 10mm 
bolt holding the stone guard on.
(Bolt is shown top right in the second picture.)

14
Removing the two bolts holding the knuckle on the shock absorber strut should allow you to disengage 
the splined driveshaft and to remove the knuckle.  
Note: In my case the drive shaft wouldn’t slide out and I chose to remove the six 5mm allen key-
headed bolts on the inner driveshaft flange and then use a hub puller to force the driveshaft out. Avoid 
doing this if you can as you could use a hub puller once the knuckle has been disconnected.  I later had 
to spend 30 minutes cleaning up the splines on the driveshaft so that it would readily slide into the new 
flange.  I have not had this problem before.  Note the use of the lug on the strut to avoid the heads of 
the allen bolts being damaged by not having the wrench in line.



Reassembly
Reassembly is straightforward.  Clean the caliper jaws and the brake pad ends and use Copper Ease 
anti-seize grease on their meeting faces.

Use the new hub nut supplied with the bearing.
Refit the wheel and tighten the hub nut to 70Nm + 62 degrees.  I did this twice to take up any slack. 
Remove the wheel and use a hammer and cold chisel to depress the edge of the hub nut into the 
grooves in the driveshaft, rotating the hub to bring them to the top.  Some people use Loctite on the 
shaft thread as well.

Rear Hub and Bearing
These are much easier to replace than the front ones.  
If you have rear disc brakes you have to remove the hub nut and use a hub puller to force the hub and 
bearing off the fixed stub axle.  If you have rear drum brakes you first have to remove the drum to get 
access to the same hub.  There is a separate article on removing the rear drums that shows how to use 
two bolts to force it off.
The rear flange and bearing comes as a unit again in two forms, ABS and non-ABS.  The same hubs ae 
used for disc and drum brakes.
Shop4Parts have the separate front hub flange and the bearing, and the rear hub flange with bearing on 
Special Offers.
http://www.shop4parts.co.uk/?name=store&op=Results&category=19&secondary=38&opts=60&btnViewProducts=Search

Sockets and spanners needed and Torque settings: check these values for yourself
Hub nut: 36mm thin wall socket 47mmOD 70Nm + 62degrees
Caliper pins:  7mm allen 24Nm
Caliper Carrier Bracket (if needed): Bolt 19mm 105Nm
Knuckle to Shock Absorber Strut: bolt 15mm, nut 17mm 70Nm
Steering Ball joint: bolt 17mm, nut 17mm 70Nm
Tie-rod end: nut 17mm 40Nm
Wheel Locating/Disc Fixing pins: 12mm 12Nm
ABS sensor: 10mm bolt 7Nm
Driveshaft bolts (if needed): 5mm allen 40Nm

http://www.shop4parts.co.uk/?name=store&op=Results&category=19&secondary=38&opts=60&btnViewProducts=Search
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